Abstract. Attributes reduction was one of the key problems in rough set theory. However, to find the minimum attribute reduction is a NP-hard problem. This paper proposed an improved algorithm of heuristic minimal attribute reduction. First it calculates the attribute importance and gets core, then taking the core as a starting point, it selects attributes according to attribute importance which is defined by entropy, and gets the minimum attributes reduction. It's proved to be effective by theoretical analysis and example analysis.
Introduction
Rough Set theory is founded by a Polish mathematician called Pawlak [1] . Rough Set is a mathematics theory that can deal with incertitude and incompletion data, which has been successfully applied in data mining, pattern recognition, process control, information systems analysis, decision support systems, classification, and fault detection and other fields. Attributes reduction was one of the key problems in rough set theory. Alleged attributes reduction is deleting those redundant attribute which are not important or not related under the condition of the classification ability of information system.
The result of attributes reduction is always not unique, and to find the minimal attribute reduction is a NP-hard problem. Skoworon and Rauszer simplified discernibility matrix with absorption law and catch all the reductions,then find the the minimal attribute reduction [2] ,however their algorithm only can deal with decision table of 15 attributes. Srarzyk et al simplified discernibility matrix with extension rule and catch all the reductions [3] , however his algorithm only can deal with decision table of 40 attributes. For the decision table of a large number of attributes, the algorithm complexity of time and space is beyond computer's capabilities. Chen YuMing proposed an algorithm of minimal attribute reduction based on power set tree in decision table [4] ,and the time complexity of this algorithm is . In practice, one can only find the approximate minimal attributes reduction. Approximate algorithm is divided into two categories .One kind is minimal reduction algorithm based on stochastic optimization, such as the minimal reduction algorithm based on holographic particle swarm algorithm [5] , the efficient combinatorial artificial bee colony algorithm for solving minimum attribute reduction problem [6] , the minimum attribute reduction algorithm based on PSO [7] , the knowledge reduction algorithm based on IPSO [8] , the minimum rough set attribute reduction algorithm based on virus-coordinative discrete particle swarm optimization [9] .The other kind is traditional heuristic minimal reduction algorithm. Lv Linxia proposed an algorithm of information system attribute reduction based on entropy [10] , the time complexity of which is 3 2
. With this algorithm, computer can find the minimal attributes reduction or approximate minimal attributes reduction. Li Longhui proposed an algorithm for the least attribute reduction of binary discernibility matrix [11] , whose time complexity is
This paper introduces a new algorithm of attributes reduction. The algorithm used in the algorithm of equivalence class based on bucket sorting, with attribute importance information entropy as heuristic information. The algorithm is further improves the speed of finding approximate attributes reduction. The time complexity of the algorithm is analyzed in this paper, and the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm is verified by examples.
Relative Conceptions of Rough Set Theory
Definition 1 [12] Information systems can be represented by a quadruple ( , , , )
 is referred to as universe of discourse, A is a nonempty set of attributes, 
Decision table is a special information system. In the quadruple ( , , , )
C is condition attributes set and D is decision attributes set. In general D only contains an attribute.
Definition 3 [12] Regarding to information system ( , , , )
,
is referred to as indiscernibility relation of S.
Obviously, indistinguishable relationship is an equivalence class, and the equivalence class which contains x is denoted as [ ] R x .By / U R we denote the family of all equivalence class of R. Definition 4 [12] Regarding to information system ( , , , )
⊆ ,then R lower approximation and R upper approximation of the set X is defined as follows：
,then a is unnecessary to C with respect to D. Otherwise, a is necessary to C with respect to D. The set of all attributes which are necessary is referred to as core of C with respect to D, and is denoted as ( ) Core C . Definition 7 [13] Regarding to decision table ( , , , )
,then the conditional information entropy of the decision table is defined as follow:
In the formula,
Theorem 1 [13] Regarding to decision table ( , , , ) S U C D V f =  , a C ∀ ∈ , the necessary and sufficient condition for that a is unnecessary to C with respect to D is
Based on the concept of condition information entropy, the significance of attribute can be analyzed from the perspective of condition information entropy. Definition 8 [13] Regarding to decision table ( , , , )
The significance to C of attribute a is determined by the change of condition information entropy without a .The more condition information entropy changes, the more significant a is.
Property 1 Attribute a C ∈ is necessary to C with respect to D if and only if
An Algorithm of Heuristic Minimal Attribute Reduction
The significance of attribute reflect how significant attribute a is to condition attributes set C .Using the idea of greedy algorithm, this paper proposes an algorithm of heuristic minimal attribute reduction. First it calculates the attribute importance and gets core, then taking the core as a starting point, it selects attributes according to attribute importance which is defined by entropy, and gets the minimum attributes reduction.
In the algorithm, the condition information entropy is calculated repeatedly, so here is introduced an algorithm of equivalence class partition based on bucker sort.
calculate equivalence class partition of P:
In the algorithm , get_ind(U,P) is an algorithm of equivalence class partition based on bucker sort proposed in paper [14] .It's time complexity is (| || |) O P U . Behind calculating U ′ = / U P ,there are 2 circulations in the algorithm 1.The outer circulation contains get_ind( u′ , P ) and inner circulation. Obviously, the time complexity of inner circulation is ( / ) 
So, the time complexity of outer circulation is
which is (| || |) O P U for the worst case. Algorithm 2 Input decision table  ( ,  , , )
,and add it to C′ ; } return C′ ; }
The Algorithm Complexity Analysis
The algorithm is mainly divided into three steps, as follows:
2) calculate core of attributes set C ; 3) according to the significance of attribute, select attribute and add to reduction set. The time complexity of step 1 is (| || |) O C U , which is stated in the previous section. In step 2, there is a circulation. This circulation executes | | C times, and each execution needs to calculate 
,which is (| || |) O C U for the worst case. So the time complexity of step 3 is
From what has been discussed above, the time complexity of the algorithm of heuristic minimal attribute reduction is This result is consistent with the result calculated by discernibility matrix.
Conclusion
This paper proposed an improved algorithm of heuristic minimum attribute reduction. First it calculates the attribute importance and gets core, then taking the core as a starting point, it selects attributes according to attribute importance which is defined by entropy, and gets the minimal attributes reduction. This paper analyzes it's time complexity, 3 (| | | |) O C U . It's proved to be effective by example analysis.
